7th Grade Shopping List

- 1 Roll of paper towels
- 2 Boxes of tissues
- 1-1" binder (Reading)
- 1-1 ½" binder English
- 1-2" binder (Math/Pre-Algebra)
- 8 tab dividers
- Loose leaf paper divided into binders
- 2 Pocket folders that can fit in binder (Science/English)
- 3 Heavy-duty pocket folder (Reading, History, Homework)
- 2 Spiral notebook that can fit in binder (English)
- 1 Spiral notebook (History)
- 2 Composition book (Reading, Science)
- Pencils
- Colored pencils
- Black/blue pens for writing
- Colored gel pens (optional, but good for notetaking...need at least 1 non-blue/black pen for grading)
- Post it tabs (Science)
- Sticky notes (Science)
- Thin colored markers
- Highlighters (at least 4 different colors)
- Pencil bag
- Personal pencil sharpener
- Glue Stick
- Scotch tape dispenser (small/disposable that can fit in pencil bags)
- Student scissors (medium to fit in pencil bag)
- Math 7/Pre-Algebra – TI30XA calculator
- Math 7 – Book cover
- Bible (in print, not digital) (translation, not paraphrase)
- Athletic shorts, t-shirt, gym shoes, towel, personal hygiene products
- Band – Instrument in working order, Valve oil for brass; reeds for woodwinds, 1 set of sticks or mallets for percussionists (labeled with your name)
- Strings – Instrument, set of strings & rosin

ALL STUDENTS will use the same planner (Cost - $13 billed through FACTS)
Book bags or backpacks must fit in lockers

This is a list of basic supplies. Specific classes may require additional supplies throughout the year.